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New Book. The epic conclusion of the Echoes of Empire trilogy. Prophecy declared that corrupt
politician Corajidin would rule the Shr?anese Federation, even become its new Emperor--and
sinister magic has helped him defy death in order to do it. But his victory is not assured, thanks to
clashing rival factions that hinder any attempts to unify the nation. Though he has taken
increasingly brutal measures to eliminate all obstacles in his path, the dark forces supporting him
grow dangerously impatient. And the harder they press, the more drastic Corajidin s actions
become. Soon, only his most powerful adversaries will stand in his way: Indris, the peerless
swordsman and sorcerer who has long fought to end the Federation s bloody turmoil; and the
warrior-poet Mari, Corajidin s own daughter and the woman Indris loves. Fate has torn them apart,
forcing them into terrifying personal trials. But if Indris can bring to bear the devastating knowledge
of the Pillars of Sand, and Mari can rise up as a rebel leader, Corajidin s enemies will rally--and the
decisive battle for the soul and future of the Shr?anese will begin. This epic...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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